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ADVICE FROM A CHEF
PERSON IN ROOM
ADJECTIVE
TYPE OF BUILDING
VERB ENDING IN “S”
VERB
TYPE OF FOOD (PLURAL)
PLURAL NOUN
NUMBER
ADJECTIVE
SOMETHING ALIVE
NOUN
VERB ENDING IN “ING”
ADJECTIVE
ADJECTIVE
VERB ENDING IN “S”
PLURAL NOUN
TYPE OF EVENT
VERB ENDING IN “ING”
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ADVICE FROM A CHEF
Hello, everyone! Chef __________________ here! Today, I’ve got some ______________ tips to
person in roOm

adjective

share with you about how to reduce food waste in your very own __________________ ! After all,
type of building

like I always say, “sustainability ____________________ at home!” So, let’s _____________ with
verb ending in “s”

verb

some basics. If you’re chopping up _________________________, don’t forget to save your carrot
type of foOd (pluraL)

________________ , which you can simmer for ________ of hours to make an ______________
plural noun

number

adjective

batch of ____________________ stock. If you have a lot of leftovers, freeze them for later in your
something alive

______________ . You can also cut down on waste before you cook by ____________________
noun

verb ending in “ing”

the stock of ______________ goods in your pantry. Putting the ______________ ingredients
adjective

adjective

behind the older ones will make sure no food ____________________ in the back of your
verb ending in “s”

cabinets. Taking these simple ________________ will help ensure that every meal in your house
plural noun

is as delicious and sustainable as the one you had at your last fancy ________________ Happy
type of event

____________________ !
verb ending in “ing”
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THE WEEKLY MEAL PLAN
PLURAL NOUN
VERB
OCCUPATION (PLURAL)
TYPE OF FOOD
VERB (PAST TENSE)
ADJECTIVE
NOUN
VERB (PAST TENSE)
ADJECTIVE
SILLY WORD
CITY
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THE WEEKLY MEAL PLAN
Planning your weekly ________________ in advance is a great way to _____________ in a
plural noun

verb

healthy and sustainable way. Imperfect Foods offers lots of delicious recipes that even the
most discerning ______________________ are sure to enjoy. Here’s a sample:
ocCupation (plural)

MONDAY:
__________________-crusted ______________ with mashed __________________ and
type of foOd

animal

type of foOd

honey-__________________ carrots
verb (past tense)

tuesday:
______________ potato, ______________ and chorizo hash
adjective

noun

wednesday:
Pan- ________________ chicken with ______________ lime and spicy ______________ sauce
verb (past tense)

adjective

silLy word

thursday:
______________-style roasted ____________________ nachos with
city

something alive

____________ cheddar cheese
color

friday:
____________________ ’s old-fashioned vegan ____________________ -loaf
celebrity

type of foOd
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UNBOXING TIME!
EXCLAMATION
PLURAL NOUN
VERB (PAST TENSE)
ADJECTIVE
NOUN
TYPE OF BUILDING
TYPE OF CONTAINER
ADVERB
TYPE OF FOOD (PLURAL)
TYPE OF FOOD
PART OF THE BODY
SILLY WORD
TYPE OF FOOD (PLURAL)
TYPE OF CONTAINER
PLURAL NOUN
A PLACE
PLURAL NOUN
VERB ENDING IN “ING”
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UNBOXING TIME!
_________________ ! My Imperfect ________________ delivery just __________________ outside
exclamation

plural noun

verb (past tense)

and I’m so ______________ . I love opening the front ______________of my ____________________
adjective

noun

type of building

and finding a/an ____________________ of delicious groceries waiting for me. And their timing
type of container

is _____________ perfect. I’m so hungry I could eat all the ____________________ I ordered right
adverb

type of foOd (plural)

now. This time I also ordered ____________________ as a special treat. They look delicious. My
type of foOd

____________________ is already watering just thinking about tonight’s dinner. It’s like all my
part of the body

taste buds are screaming “___________________” at the same time! I also ordered some pantry
silLy word

items like this box of ____________________ and a/an ____________________ of _______________
type of foOd (plural)

type of container

plural noun

. I like knowing that all my ________________ are sustainably sourced. And that’s one less trip
a place

to the ________________ I have to make! This way, I can spend less time ____________________
plural noun

verb ending in “ing”

and more time eating!
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A PERFECTLY IMPERFECT
SPEECH
NOUN
SOMETHING ALIVE (PLURAL)
VERB ENDING IN “ING”
ADJECTIVE
NOUN
PART OF THE BODY
NOUN
PLURAL NOUN
VERB
TYPE OF LIQUID
VERB
ADJECTIVE
VERB
NUMBER
TYPE OF FOOD (PLURAL)
TYPE OF CONTAINER (PLURAL)
A PLACE (PLURAL)
NOUN
VERB ENDING IN “ING”
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A PERFECTLY IMPERFECT
SPEECH
Good ______________ , ladies and gentle- _______________________ . I’m __________________
noun

something alive (plural)

verb ending in “ing”

in front of you today to talk about sustainable living! ______________ living is a topic that’s
adjective

very dear to my ____________________. We all have to do our part to make this ______________
part of the body

noun

a better place for future ________________ . Otherwise, our children won’t be able to
plural noun

_____________ outdoors in clean air or drink clean ____________________. That’s why we must
verb

type of liquid

reduce, re- _____________ , and recycle as much as we can. One of the ______________ ways
verb

adjective

to _____________ sustainably is to reduce food waste. Did you know that over ___________
verb

number

____________________ go to waste every year? And that food packaging like plastic bottles and
type of foOd (plural)

___________________________ are quickly filling up our ___________________ ? Well, it’s time
type of container (plural)

a place (plural)

for a/an ______________ . Join me today to make sustainable ____________________ a part of
noun

verb ending in “ing”

your future!
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SOCIAL MEDIA
ADJECTIVE
VERB ENDING IN “ING”
TYPE OF FOOD
PERSON IN ROOM
ADJECTIVE
OCCUPATION (PLURAL)
TYPE OF FOOD
TYPE OF FOOD (PLURAL)
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SOCIAL MEDIA
IMPERFECT FOODS @imperfectfoods

Stop food waste! Join the ____________
adjective
plate club!

IMPERFECT FOODS @imperfectfoods

Never let a good __________________
type of foOd
go to waste!

IMPERFECT FOODS @imperfectfoods

A locally-sourced veggie is a/an
____________ veggie!
adjective

IMPERFECT FOODS @imperfectfoods

Nobody’s perfect! Why should your
____________________ be any different?
type of foOd

IMPERFECT FOODS @imperfectfoods

Leftovers are my jam! Stop
____________________ food!
verb ending in “ing”

IMPERFECT FOODS @imperfectfoods

Smokey the carrot says, “Only
_______________ can prevent food waste!”
person in roOm

IMPERFECT FOODS @imperfectfoods

Nine out of ten ____________________
ocCupation (plural)

prefer imperfect veggies.

IMPERFECT FOODS @imperfectfoods

Everyone knows imperfect
______________________ have more fun!
type of foOd (plural)
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